Abstract--In this paper we present an original method for Bayesian localisation based on partide approximation. Our method overcomes a majority of problem inherent in previous Kalman filter and Bayesian approaches, including the recent Monte Carlo Localisation methods. The algorithm converges quickly to any desired precision. It does not overconverge in the case of highly accurate sensor data and thus does not require a mixture-based approach. Also, the algorithm recovers well from random repositioning. These benefits are not hindered by computation which can be performed in real time on low powered processors. Further, the algorithm is intuitive and easy to implement. This algorithm is evaluated in simulation and has been applied lo our entrant in the Sony Four Legged League of RohoCup, where it has been tested over many hours of international competition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The pose of a mobile robot describes its location and orientation within an environment. Keeping track of pose is a general problem known as localisation. Traditional algorithms required the initial robot location to be known but there are an increasing number of problems which cannot be solved with this restriction. As an extension, global localisation algorithms have the ability to determine the initial pose of the robot and recover from drastic errors due to some external influence. The kidnapped robot problem, where the robot is picked up and placed in a random and unknown location, is considered a good example of an external influence and a good test for any global localisation algorithm.
A. Localisation Techniques
There are two main approaches to localisation. The traditional approach is based on the Kalman filter [l] where the state of a system is represented by a Gaussian function. The state is incrementally updated given odometric and landmark readings, also modelled by Gaussian functions. The Kalman filter has been successfully applied to many areas including localisation in robotics (e.g., [ ?. I). The major limitation for localisation is the Kalman filter's inability to represent multiple solutions. Multiple hypothesis can occur when limited sensor readings do not yield enough information to arbitrate between two or more possible poses.
To overcome this limitation, extensions combine multiple Gaussian distributions (e.g., [3] ) and are able to represent more than one hypothesised pose. The basic Kalman filter equations are used to integrate odometq and landmark information into a ser of independent Gaussian representations. Each Gaussian is weighted by a probability indicating the relative confidence that the robot is at the associated location. Updating this set of Kalman filters can become computationally expensive with a large number of hypotheses. Since the environment and pose are represented by a Gaussian, the algorithm does not generalise to arbitrary distributions.
Most alternative techniques are Bayesian filters. They employ a probability distribution, known as the prior distribution, over the state space of robot pose. Given a sensor reading, Bayes theorem is applied to determine the posterior distribution. The difference between these techniques is the way the distribution is stored and maintained. Grid based methods (e.g., [4] ) quantise the state space into cells with an associated probability. By its location in the grid, each cell implicitly represents a distinct and independent location in the state space and hypothesises the actual pose of the robot. For large areas with fine grained quanta this method is computationally slow and increasing the size of the cells reduces the resolution. Particle filters (e.g., Carlo Localisation (MCL) [7] , overcome efficiency problems by distributing particles over the approximated state space in a non-uniform way. Each panicle represents a distinct pose by a state vector and a probability representing the relative confidence the robot is at this location.
The important difference to the multiple Gaussian Kalman filter is that the state vector of a single particle is simpler and more efficient to update than a Gaussian function, allowing a larger number of particles to be used to approximate a general probability distribution. Unlike uniformly separated samples maintained with grid based methods, particle filters allow concentration of computation in areas where the robot is most likely to be.
While basic particle filters can globally localise a robot and efficiently track its motion, they are subject to overconvergence. The algorithm relocates particles with low probabilities to regions of state space populated by particles with the highest probabilities. In the extreme case, this leads to all particles occupying the same location and the algorithm ignores contradicting sensor readings.
In less extreme cases, the algorithm is biased towards sensor readings which confirm the current distribution. To overcome this problem 181 takes basic MCL, explicitly checks for over-convergence and resets, or re-samples, a certain number of particles. While this eliminates the more extreme cases of over-convergence, the algorithm still has problems when the hypothesis is close to, but does not precisely predict the correct location. The idea of re-sampling particles from the distribution given by the sensor readings is improved upon in Mixture-MCL [9] , [lo] . The dual of MCL takes the state vectors of the particles from the distribution given by the sensor readings. The probabilities of the particles are then adjusted in proportion to the prior distribution. Although dual MCL does not suffer from over-convergence, it is highly susceptible to noise. Mixture-MCL combines ordinary MCL and dual MCL by randomly applying one or the other algorithm to each particle. While this approach achieves accuracy, noise immunity and is not subject to overconvergence, dual MCL is complicated to implement and Mixture-MCL requires substantially more computational resources than the basic particle filters.
B. Panicle Atiraciion Localisation
.
In this paper we present a simpler and original algorithm based on particles: Particle Attraction Localisation (PAL). All the traditional problems of globally locating and tracking a robot are solved and it does not suffer from over-convergence. Also, it yields a uniform distribution over non-point regions in hypothesis space. The accuracy of PAL is proportional to that of sensor readings while still retaining the ability to react to both small errors in location and random repositioning. Furthermore, PAL is an intuitive algorithm, easy to implement and computationally efficient. The following sections describe the model in general mathematical terms, give a specific implementation of PAL and discuss detailed simulation results and experiments with a Sony Aibo robot.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Bayes theorem relates conditional probabilities: where x and x are probabilities of an event. For localisation, we take x to be a proposed robot pose and x an observation. Also:
p(x) is the prior probability of the pose LE; p(x) is a normalisation constant; p(xlx) is the probability of observation x given the p(elx) is the posterior probability of the original robot is at pose x (sensor model); and, pose x.
The application of (1) in an iterative Bayesian filter takes the posterior probability of one iteration to be the prior probability of the next. This iterative use requires successive observations to be independent of one another -the Markov assumption. For a more rigorous treatment and derivation of the Bayes filter see [lo] . 
A. Parficle Representaiion

B. Updaie
When new pose information is obtained, it is incorporated into PAL as either static or dynamic information. Static information forces a constraint on the possible pose. Dynamic information (e.g., odometry) refers to a displacemeni within state space. For both static and dynamic information, each particle is updated individually by a transformation, consistent with the sensor reading and takes the particle to a new position in the state space.
Along with static and dynamic transformations, the distribution is also modified by neighbour repulsion. This attempts to keep particles spread around the most relevant regions in state space, explicitly avoiding overconvergence. Repulsion also allows particles to diffuse evenly over state space when few or no sensor readings are made. This is an advantage over standard particle filters which rely on random sampling.
The transformations are finalised with boundary checking and normalisation, ensuring the validity of the posterior distribution. By updating in three phases, it is possible to apply an update only when necessary, leading to efficient use of computation. For example, if odometric readings are available often but sensor readings are rare, then the dynamic update transformation will be applied more often than the static update. Note that there is no restriction on the order of the applied transformations.
If 7 is a transformation, t the current iteration and t + 1 the next, then D is updated: 
D(t + 1) = I ( D ( t ) ) .
I ) Static Information:
The basic idea is to attract each particle to the closest pose in state space consistent with the static information. Bayes theorem is then applied to update the confidence of each particle. For maximum accuracy and convergence speed, static information should be incorporated as often as it is available, although this is not a strict requirement.
A given sensor reading x is represented as a constraint s X ( x ) = 0 on a state vector x. The form of sx can range from a precise location to a set of independent parameterised locations. For example, if our robot is facing the only elevator in the building, then it is at a unique location. The constraint would be s x ( z , y, @) = (z, y, 4)- 
i ( t ) .
After determining zi(t+ 1) for each particle, its pose is revised to a weighted average of the original pose and this intermediate pose:
where I is an identity matrix and A a diagonal m x m damping mamx. The entries of A lie between zero and one inclusive and depend on the environment. They allow different damping in each dimension of state space and prevent particles responding too rapidly to sensor noise. Noise can be reduced further by making damping dependent on the confidence of a particle -more confident particles move less. Bayes theorem in the form of (1) is applied to update the confidence of each particle (a is a normalisation constant):
2) Dynamic Information: Dynamic information specifies a discrete change in robot pose. Conceptually, the pose of each particle is updated as though that particle had moved in such a way as to produce the given information. Dynamic information is commonly specified in local robot space, d, and thus requires a transformation to the global space for each particle, d:. The update transformation for a particle is then:
For example, consider an odometric reading that indicates our robot has moved forward a distance f (in its own coordinate system). Each particle has a local coordinate frame defined by 4;. A particle facing along the positive x-axis will he updated by increasing zi by f , No change is made to the probability values of the particles. They are all updated equally and there is no reason for one to be more confident due to motion. A constant factor modelling a decrease in confidence would just be normalised out. Some Bayesian localisation methods (e.g., 141, [7] , [9] , [lo] ) blur the distribution when incorporating odometric reading. Our method makes up for this with neighbour repulsion.
3J Neighbour Repulsion: Using only the preceding two update methods leads to all particles converging to the same state vector -the proposed robot location. With all particles in the same state, they all behave in the same way, leading to a distribution of effectively one particle.
This problem is known as over-convergence and [IO]
details one way of preventing it. With neighbour repulsion,
we propose an altemative. The main aim is to keep the particles a certain distance from each other by repelling their closest neighbours. There are two parameters:
. X > 0 : characteristic distance between two neigh-17 2 0 : repulsion power per iteration. A larger value
Given an initial distance T between two neighbours, we bours. A larger value leads to larger separation.
results in faster spreading of particles.
determine the desired increase in their distance, AT, as:
Note that Ar is non-negative and falls rapidly as T becomes greater than A.
Since no extemal information used in the neighbour repulsion update phase, it is important that it does not change the proposed robot location. The maximum remains invariant under neighbour update if the particle with the largest pi is skipped when repelling neighbours.
To keep the average of the entire distribution invariant it is sufficient to ensure a pair of particles keeps the same average.
The magnitude by which each particle is repelled is specified by (7), with direction along the line joining the two particles. If Aij is a unit vector pointing from particle i to particle j then the repulsion is:
Z i ( t + 1) = z&) + rifiji X j ( t + 1) = z 3 ( t ) + r j f i i j .
(8)
Again, no change is made to the individual particle probabilities. The distribution is kept consistent with the scaling ri and T, dependent on the probabilities of the two neighbours.
The neighbour repulsion update should he applied at a constant rate, reflecting the temporal nature of the repulsion. This also facilitates the adjustment of the parameters X and 1). independent of the number of sensor readings.
) Update Finalisation:
After an update transformation, a particle state may become invalid due to a physical obstacle or the edge of state space. In both cases the posterior probability of the particle, p i ( t + l ) , is set to a small number, e, ensuring the particle does not influence the hypothesised robot pose. If the state x(t +1) represents the location of some obstacle then it is left as is. This allows particles to "move through walls" and find the correct robot location. If x(t + 1) is found to lie outside the environment, it is brought back to the nearest valid location. After checking for validity, probabilities are normalised and the new set of particles D(t + 1) represented by p i ( t + 1) and xi(t + 1) replaces the old set
D ( t ) , as defined by (2).
IMPLEMENTATION
We augment the general algorithm presented above with an implementation for a robot in a two dimensional plane 'with an orientation (z, y, 4):Each particle is specified with a state vector xi = (x;, yj, @i) and a probability pi.
The distribution of the particles maintained by PAL is an estimate of robot pose. However, in some situations we may he forced to give a point estimation of robot location. We consider two simple approaches: maximum -take the state zi of the particle with the largest pi; and average -take the weighted average over all the particles with Cy=, p i l i . Both methods predict the same location when the particles have converged. If the distribution has multiple hypotheses, the average will generally give a result at none of these. The maximum will choose the most probable location and although it might be incorrect, it~is the best that can be done in an ambiguous situation.
A. Landmarkr
We develop a static update procedure for a landmark with a known global location (lz,lv). We assume the landmark sensor determines the relative range R and bearing ?, b from the robot. The information from a sensor is then a 4-tuple: (lZ, l,, R, $). In 3-dimensional state space this produces a helical constraint which we approximate with independent constraints on (zi,yi) and 4i (Bi is the angle the particle makes with the x-axis and the landmark):
Using these constraint equations, we now determine the intermediate state vector for each particle, xi(t + 1). This satisfies the given constraints and is close to xi(t). The explicit components are:
4:(t + 1) = ei +?r -
We introduce parameters a, and a+ for radial and angular damping respectively. Then substituting (IO) into (3):
Applying (I 1) to each particle attracts the distribution to the observed landmark. The posterior probabilities are found using (4).
B. Odometry
A local robot space odometric reading
is transformed to global space for an individual particle by a rotation $i(t):
cos($i(t))
(12) d:; = The pose of each particle is updated by application of (5) using d: defined by (12). This transformation is relative to the individual particle orientation and will generally lead to different particles moving in different directions for the same d. This is the desired behaviour since the distribution has the capacity to represent more than one independent possible robot pose.
C. Neighbour Repulsion
Implementation of neighbour repulsion is relatively straight forward. Ideally, repulsion should be computed for every possible pair of particles, an O(n2) computation. In order to reduce this, each particle has a small number of exclusive neighbours with which it performs the repulsion update. Each particle also maintains an iterator which cycles thmugh those particles not in its exclusive neighbour list. When the iterator comes to a particle which is closer than one in the neighbour list a replacement is made. This method aims to keep computation of neighbour repulsion to the particles which are closest to each other.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of PAL was tested extensively in simulation using ArSim' and on a Sony Aibo robot. PAL ' ArSim is available at http:llwww.cs.mu.or.au/mbocup. The simulated robot was driven around the field, and observed and processed landmark readings and odometry every iteration. Fig. 1 shows a series of instances of PAL localising the robot. The gathering of particles in an arc (Fig. lh) is desirable, since only one beacon is visible. Furthermore, the particles are evenly distributed along this arc. In the Sony Four Legged League the landmarks are unique and so the correct robot location can be deduced by observing two landmarks. In contrast, Fig. l e shows PAL representing multiple hypotheses when there is a large amount of symmetry in the environment. Fig. 2 shows the ability of PAL to promptly recover from the kidnapped robot situation and converge to a low error (measured as Cartesian distance between actual and estimated location). Note that both before and after the kidnapping the sensors on the robot had two landmarks in range, allowing unique identification of location. Fig. 3a shows that an increase in the number of particles leads to a decrease in the convergence time -consistent with alternative particle filters. Fig. 3h shows the effect of radial damping on convergence time and hypothesis error. With a larger damping factor there is a larger average hypothesis error but the convergence time is less. Static information provides a constraint on the state space which attracts the particles and updates their probabilities according to Bayes theorem. Dynamic information moves each particle through the state space as specified by the sensors. Neighbour repulsion keeps the distribution spread evenly about the hypotheses to prevent overconvergence and cope.with ambiguous situations. After an update, boundary checking and normalisation are applied to the posterior distribution to ensure its validity.
These procedures can be carried out in a straight forward and efficient manner leading to high precision localisation.
A full implementation of the abstract model was given for a robot in 3-dimensional 'state space with position vector (x, y, 4). This was then shown to behave correctly in a simulated environment and in application to a Sony Aibo robot in the four-legged league of RoboCup.
This new algorithm shows some promising features and there are many areas in which research can continue, including improvements in response to false positive sensor readings. We will also examine the performance of PAL for visual tracking problems.
